Re-engineering of EPF

One of the key strategic objectives of the Employees’ Provident Fund (EPF) Department is to
change the existing system of the EPF to a fully automated “Banking Model” in the medium to
long term. This will enhance the operational efficiency and effectiveness of the EPF Department
enabling the Fund to provide a better service to the EPF members. EPF Department has already
initiated several re-engineering projects with the view of achieving the aforementioned strategic
objective.

IT System Re-engineering Project
The IT System Re-engineering Project is a crucial step towards a “Banking Model” in the EPF.
With the technical support of the IT Department of the Central Bank, a new Central Ledger
System was introduced to the EPF Department during mid 2010. The live operation of the new
system was commenced on January 01, 2011. Accordingly, all member account transactions will
be recorded in a central ledger which will enable the integration of various processes of the EPF
Department. This will indubitably increase the efficiency of the Department due to greater
accuracy of data and reduced manual intervention and duplication of work.

Re-registration Project
A Member-Centric Database is essential to use the IT system of the EPF in the most efficient and
effective manner. With the objective of developing such a database, EPF Department and the
Labour Department have jointly launched a Re-registration Project to register all currently
contributing EPF members by the names as appearing in their NICs and to assign the NIC
number as their unique member identification number. In addition, currently contributing
members were required to furnish their previous member account numbers to the EPF
Department under this Re-registration Project. Accordingly, the previous member accounts of
the currently contributing members will be linked with their NIC number, which will enable the
members to monitor their multiple member accounts under the same unique identification
number.

By end 2010, NIC information of approximately 800,000 members who are currently
contributing to the EPF was collected and 77 per cent of them were assigned with the unique
identification number. In addition, a newdata collection mechanism was introduced for the
currently contributing members who have not yet furnished
their NIC information.

Simultaneously, a new process was introduced to register the new EPF members who are joining
new employment after November 01, 2010. Under this new process, the employers are required
to provide the NIC details of the new employees who have been recruited after November 01,
2010 through the RR-6 form, when they initially send the relevant member contribution details
to the EPF Department. To this end, all employers who are registered with the EPF at present
have been provided with the format of the RR-6 form. In addition, all new establishments
(employers) are required to obtain the format of the RR-6 form from the nearest Labour
Department office.

New Member Centric Database developed under the Re-registration project will be a common
database for both EPF Department and Labour Department and hence, this will enable both
institutions to provide an efficient service to the EPF member in the future.

Further instructions for the employers (link with page 3)

Collection of Member Contribution Details and Member Contributions through Electronic
Media
Since many employers are sending member contribution details in the hard-copy form (C and C3
returns), EPF Department has to perform a substantial amount of paperwork and data entry
activities to update EPF database with member contribution details. This additional paperwork
and data entry activities considerably reduce the efficiency of EPF Department’s work processes.

Therefore, EPF Department has introduced an E-returns scheme for the employers to send the
member contributions details via electronic media. Since this is a total paperless solution, the
new scheme will enhance the operational efficiency of the EPF Departmentsignificantly while
enhancing the accuracy of the EPF database. By end 2010, 888 employers had joined the Ereturns scheme and these employers covered 18 per cent of the total contributions received by
the Fund in 2010.

In addition, EPF Department has introduced a Direct Debit Scheme to collect member
contributions. Accordingly, employers can directly transfer the funds from their bank accounts to
the EPF’s bank account without using other payment instruments such as cheques and money
orders. Further, they can also use standing order facilities to pay member contributions on a
specified date in the month. As at end 2010, 246 employers were sending member contributions

through direct debit and these employers covered 2.5 per cent of the total contributions received
in 210.

Image Scanning Project
In 2011, EPF Department is planning to launch the Image Scanning Project to scan and archive
all the Master files in the EPF Department. With this project, EPF Department will be able to
maintain all member information in the electronic form. This project will substantially reduce the
costs and time associated with storing, handling and retrieving of Master files. A feasibility study
to develop and maintain an electronic record management system in the EPF Department was
conducted during 2010.

